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Pop-up Forms
Using sign-up forms on your website is a great 
way to collect new contacts. And now, you can 
get your form to pop up directly in front of your 
audience—either a few seconds after they open 
your page or just before they exit. 

Click Segmentation
If you're not sure how to go about segmenting
your contact list, click segmentation is a great 
place to start. Use it to create a list based on the 
content your contacts engage with—links, buttons, 
images—and use the list for future emails.

Subject Line A/B Testing
Torn between two subject lines? Let your 
customers decide. Test two subject lines against 
each other by sending each to a small percentage 
of your audience. Our tool will choose a winner 
and automatically send it to the rest of your list.

Alexa
Now you can check on your campaign results 
without a computer. With our new Amazon 
Alexa skill, all you need is your voice to find out 
who clicked, opened, or forwarded your emails. 
You can even ask Alexa for helpful marketing tips.

Shopify Action Block
Our Shopify integration just got even better. Now 
you can drag items from your Shopify store directly 
into your email within seconds. And once your email 
is ready to go, you can send it to a specific segment 
of your customers and track the resulting sales.

PDF Imports
Got a PDF you want to use as an email, but don't 
want to recreate all the content in an email format? 
You don’t have to. Now you can create a branded email 
by importing the PDF and inserting it as an image.
Just add any relevant copy or call to action, then send.

Subject Line Personalization
Subject line personalization is here. Now, subscribers’ 
names can be dynamically added to any subject line 
for an attention-grabbing message that speaks to 
each contact as an individual.

We’re always working to improve our products so that you can have the solutions you
need to be a better email marketer. Here’s a look at some of our most recent updates. 

Better features. Better results.

Better take a look.

To learn more about these and other 
improvements we’ve made—or to start your 
free trial—visit us at ConstantContact.com. 


